Submitting Results

All research groups and fellows who have received support from the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) will submit outcomes from their projects to SESYNC for inclusion on the website. Examples of materials include:

- Published papers
- White papers
- Data sets
- Presentations

Submit all results using the webform [here](https://www.sesync.org/node/207).

All products generated as a result of SESYNC support should appropriately and conspicuously acknowledge SESYNC and the National Science Foundation. Given that SESYNC is supported through two NSF awards, please see below regarding acknowledgements.

- For all projects supported from SESYNC solicitations posted between September 1, 2011 and August 31, 2016 (this includes projects supported from the October 2016 RFP and any prior to this date), please use the following text: *This work was supported by the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) under funding received from the National Science Foundation DBI-1052875.*

- For all projects supported from SESYNC solicitations posted from September 1, 2016 through the present (this includes projects supported from the May 2017 RFP), please use the following text: *This work was supported by the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) under funding received from the National Science Foundation DBI-1639145.*

If you are unsure of which award you are supported from, please either refer to your support letter or reach out directly to [research@sesync.org](mailto:research@sesync.org).
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